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Mathematically how adhesion affects the cell surface geometry for a moving cell in 2 and 3 
dimensions is not fully understood. We know from experimental data that cells form adhesions 
differently in 2D to that of 3D. My work is building a framework for a new mathematical model that 
would include adhesive forces into the study of the cell’s surface during movement.  This has been 
done by reviewing various models and how they compare to look to meet this objective.  One way of 
modelling the adhesive force that is looked at is that of a Leonard-Jones potential that is repulsive at 
short distances but above a threshold becomes attractive.  

 A computational model for cell morphodynamics
 This is a computational model for fish keratocytes. The model aims to predict steady state cell 
shapes across a range of parameters  [7]. In this model the cell maintains fast and constant 
movement in the absence of external stimuli. This model, like the previous, views the cell a single 
sheet of constant area across two dimensions.  The membrane deforms in response to various 
forces acting upon it. These are the surface tension, the bending energy, a force to restrict the area 
of the cell, protrusion and retraction forces  and finally an adhesive force modelled as friction. The 
total force balance equation can be written as follows.

 Overall this model gives a different view of the adhesion mechanism, simplifying it to a friction 
like force. Here the bonding of the membranes to the substrate is also partly accounted for by the 
protrusive and contractile forces of the surface. Adhesion here is viewed as the drag of the cell 
rubbing along the substrate and can give insight into the shapes a cell takes during migration.  The 
model works in two dimensions but easily generalises to three. The main downside to this model is 
 it does not look at changes in velocity which will effect the geometry of the cell.

Mathematical model for the effects of adhesion and mechanics on cell migration speed

This first model is made of two sub models, where the first feeds information into the second. The 
model presented in [3] shows the forces holding the cell to a substrate as a dynamic system of 
adhesion receptors/ligand bonding. The model tries to give a simple view of the one-dimensional 
movement of slow moving cells such as fibroblasts. 

The model consists of the cell moving in 3 stages. These are 1) the extension of a thin sheet of 
cytoplasm,  2) contraction on the cell by the cell's actin based cortial cytoskeleton to pull on both 
end of the cell and 3) the cell relaxing as free receptors reach unstressed distributions across the cell. 
Due to the uneven distribution of bound receptors a net movement is generated. The first half of the 
model consists of solving a set of equations to find the distribution of the free and bond receptors 
using various initial conditions. 

Once the distribution of bound and free receptor steady state has been solved the information 
about the bonds is used to study the contraction of the cell in the second half of the model. A 
systematic diagram is given below.  The cell is split into 6 compartments of equal length. The inner 
four are identical and consist of a spring (with a corresponding spring constant), dash points (with 
given viscosity) and a contractile element that exerts a force during contraction. Between each is a 
node and it is the displacement of these nodes  that is the focus of this part of the model. The outer 
compartments represent the uropod and lamellipod, these areas contain  spring constants which is 
dependant of the density of bonds formed.   The displacement of these nodes is modelled by 
balancing the forces acting upon them.  The velocity overall is calculated simply as the average 
displacement of all the nodes during the contraction over the time periods of a cycle. 

The problem with this kind of model is that it does not extend to higher dimensions easily and 
would most likely require adhesion to be restricted to finite number of points. The model paints a 
picture of a cell moving by slow defined steps of protrusion, attachments and contraction. The 
model also fails to account for the changes in cell geometry during migration and how it is affected. 
It does however give an example of very simplified model for cell migration if one can measure the 
desired parameters.

There exist a variety of ways to model adhesion. What the best method is depends on the depth of 
biology complexity that is wanted to be modelled. This often comes at the cost of a model not having 
explicit solutions and requiring some numerical solutions instead. Models here present adhesion as a drag 
force [7], an elastic forces arising from the density of the bonds to the substrate [6] and finally an adapted 
function written for adhesion with origins in the intermolecular attraction between two molecules.

Two models that take similar approaches are [7] and [4] whose main equation is the forces acting onto 
the cell surface. In the model by Elliot, external forces are accounted for by an extra function. Both models 
account for protrusion/reaction and similarly bending forces . In [7] the retractile force is a separate function 
to the protrusive one. The model presented by Shao presents a adhesive force but no external forces. The 
model has a function restricting the area of the cell to mimic experiments  that is not seen in Elliott's model. 
A final note is that the model seen in [7] is tested with experiments unlike that in [4].

 The Leonard Jones potentials offers a very adaptable function to draw the cell membrane to a substrate. 
This however dictates the protrusion of a cell which is different from other models that assign an equation to 
the protrusion separately.  Looking forward, modelling efforts based on the balance of forces across the 
surface seems to offer a flexible model framework that can include complex biological phenomena. This 
also has the advantages of the ability to work in two or three dimensions as required.

Adhesion of Multicomponent Vesicle membranes

This model looks at the adhesion of multicomponent vesicle membranes using a system of partial 
differential equations. The main governing equations is the interaction of various forces acting on the 
membrane consisting of the elastic bending energy and the line tension energy between the two phases. 
The two phases are the liquid ordered phase  and a liquid disordered phase that possess different 
properties.  A final function is added to account for an adhesion force. They sample two kinds of function 
here,  a Leonard-Jones potential and a second Gaussian function.  The membrane will take the shape that 
minimises the energy of the described energy equation, i.e. the state it requires least energy to be in.  
Numerical experiments are used to solve this equation for curved and flat surfaces settings under the 
Leonard-Jones potential and again for the Gaussian adhesion function. The model is looking strictly at the 
shape of the adhering membrane to the surface and nothing more. This is a two-dimensional that could in 
theory be extended to three dimensions.  A model of a cell would no have multiple phases so would 
require the model to be altered The understanding of cell migration plays a key role in the solving today’s important biological 

and biomedical problems. These include immune responses, wound healing and tumour invasion and 
metastasis.   Explained simply, cells move in a cycle of polarisation, protrusion and retraction [4] to 
move across a substrate. An important aspect to this process is adhesion. This refers to the tight 
bonds that form during the protrusion of the cell to the extracellular matrix that help dictate the 
direction of cell and the velocity it moves at. All this combined with the actin dynamics of the cell, 
creates a difficult modelling problem to formulate the cell geometry and it's movement.
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Leonard-Jones Potential

The Leonard-Jones potential is a simple and adaptive mathematical model originally used in chemistry to 
model the forces between two neutral atoms or molecules. Described simply it  leads to a repulsive force 
when two point are close but attractive at long distances.  Looking in relation to cell motility, it has been 
suggested in [8] that a Leonard Jones type potential could be used to help model the adhesion force of a 
cell. Here they use an adapted version of a Leonard-Jones type potential

 where X is the distance from the substrate to the point on the cell and the rest are positive non zero 
parameters to be set.  The power of the repulsive and attractive force have been generalised as the model 
is no longer looking at intermolecular forces, so it follows that cell adhesion forces degrade at a different 
order to those of say a dipole-dipole force as found in molecular applications of Leonard-Jones potential.  
We can show the  effects of the values of different parameter values graphically.  Sample parameters are 
plotted below.
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